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Theory of ferromagnetism in diluted magnetic semiconductor quantum wells
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We present a mean-field theory of ferromagnetism in diluted magnetic semiconductor quantum wells. When
subband mixing due to exchange interactions between quantum well free carriers and magnetic impurities is
neglected, analytic result can be obtained for the dependence of the critical temperature and the spontaneous
magnetization on the distribution of magnetic impurities and the quantum well width. The validity of this
approximate theory has been tested by comparing its predictions with those from numerical self-consistent field
calculations. Interactions among free carriers, accounted for using the local-spin-density approximation, sub-
stantially enhance the critical temperature. We demonstrate that an external bias potential can tune the critical
temperature through a wide range.
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The discovery of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism1–4 in
diluted magnetic semiconductors~DMS! has opened a broa
and relatively unexplored frontier for both basic and appl
research. The interplay between collective magnetic pro
ties and semiconductor transport properties in these sys
presents a rich phenomenology and offers the prospec
new functionality in electronic devices. The possibilities f
manipulating this interplay are especially varied when
free carrier system is quasi-two-dimensional5–7 because of
the dependence of system properties on the subband w
function. In this article we address the dependence of
ferromagnetic critical temperatureTc of two-dimensional
DMS ferromagnets on the spatial distribution of magne
ions, the subband wave function of the free carrier syst
and on their interplay. Our analysis is based on a formula
of the mean-field theory for carrier-induced ferromagnetis8

in a DMS which was developed in earlier work9 and is in-
tended to be useful for any spatially inhomogeneous syst
We find thatTc is quite sensitive to the relative distribution
of electrons and magnetic ions and can be alteredin situ by
applying a gate voltage.

For definiteness we address the case of a^001& growth
direction 2D hole gas in the Ga12xMnxAs DMS system.
Much of our analysis, however, applies equally well to oth
interfaces and to other DMS systems with cubic host se
conductors and, with one important caveat which we m
tion below, also to the case of a two-dimensional~2D! elec-
tron gas mediated ferromagnetism. Our theory is based o
envelope function description of the valence band electr
and a spin representation of their kinetic-exchan
interaction10 with d electrons11 on theS55/2 Mn21 ions:

H5Hm1Hf1Jpd(
i ,I

SI•sid~r i2RI !, ~1!
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wherei labels a free carrier,I labels a magnetic ion and th
exchange interaction energyJpd'0.15 eV nm3. In Eq. ~1!
Hm is the Hamiltonian of the magnetic ions,Hf is the four-
band Luttinger Hamiltonian for free carriers in the valen
band,S is the magnetic ion spin, ands is the electron-spin
operator projected onto thej 53/2 valence band manifold o
the Luttinger Hamiltonian. We assume here that the 2D f
carrier density is sufficiently low that only the lowest ener
heavy-hole subband is occupied, and that the quantum
of interest is sufficiently narrow that mixing between ligh
hole and heavy-hole bands can be neglected. These sim
cations lead12 to a single parabolic band with the in-plan
effective massmi* '0.11m0 and the out-of-plane massmz*
'0.38m0. The two spin-states in this band have definitej z
563/2 and definitesz561/2; the projection of the trans
verse spin components onto this band is zero so that
kinetic exchange interaction has an Ising character.13

Our mean-field theory9 is derived in a spin-density
functional theory framework and leads to a set of physica
transparent coupled equations. In the absence of exte
fields, the mean polarization of a magnetic ion is given b

^m& I5SBS$~JpdS@n↑~RI !2n↓~RI !#/2kBT%, ~2!

whereBS(x) is the Brillouin function,

BS~x!5
2S11

2S
cothS 2S11

2S
xD2

1

2S
cothS 1

2S
xD

'
S11

3S
x2

~S11!~2S212S11!

90S3 x3, x!1. ~3!

The electron spin-densitiesns(r) are determined by solving
the Schro¨dinger equation for electrons which experience
spin-dependent potential due to kinetic exchange with
polarized magnetic ions:
15 606 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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F2
1

2mi*
S ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2D 2
1

2mz*

]2

]z2
1ves~r!1vxc,s~r!

2
s

2
hpd~r!Gck,s~r!5ek,sck,s~r!, ~4!

ns~r!5(
k

f ~ek,s!uck,s~r!u2. ~5!

In these equationsves(r) is the electrostatic potential, includ
ing band offset and ionized impurity contributions,vxc,s(r)
is an exchange-correlation potential on which we comm
further below, andf (e) is the Fermi distribution function
The spin-dependent kinetic-exchange potential,

hpd~r!5Jpd(
I

d~r2RI !^m& I ~6!

is nonzero only in the ferromagnetic state. In the followi
we assume that the magnetic ions are randomly distribu
and dense on a scale set by the free-carrier Fermi wave
tor in the x̂-ŷ plane, and that their density in the grow
direction,c(z), can be precisely controlled.7 This allows us
to take a continuum limit where the magnetic ion polariz
tion and the kinetic-exchange potential depends only on
growth direction coordinate and

hpd~z!5Jpdc~z!^m&~z!. ~7!

In the following we discuss how the ferromagnetic transiti
temperatureTc depends onc(z).

The Tc calculation is greatly simplified when the sp
dependence of the exchange correlation potential is
glected and the quantum well widthw is small enough to
make subband mixing due to kinetic exchange interacti
negligible, i.e., whenJc(z)!\2/mz* w2. We see later that the
theory which results from these approximations is norma
quite accurate. With subband mixing neglected, the only
fect of the mean-field kinetic-exchange interaction on the
carriers is to produce a rigid spin splitting of the 2D ban
given by the first-order perturbation theory expression:

e↓2e↑5JpdE dz8^m&~z8!c~z8!uc~z8!u2, ~8!

wherec(z) is the growth direction envelope function of th
lowest subband. For the case of a quantum well with infin
barriers,c(z)5A2/w cos(pz/w). The electron spin polariza
tion can then be obtained by summing over occupied fr
carrier states. It follows that, as long as both spin-↑ and spin-
↓ bands are partly occupied,

n↑~z!2n↓~z!5
mi*

2p\2
uc~z!u2Jpd

3E dz8^m&~z8!c~z8!uc~z8!u2. ~9!

Equation~9! can be used to eliminate the free-carrier sp
polarization from Eq.~2! and to obtain a self-consisten
equation for the function̂m&(z). The equation depends onl
t
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on the kinetic-exchange coupling constantJpd , the free-
carrier in-plane effective massmi* , the subband wave func
tion c(z), and the magnetic ion distribution functionc(z). It
is important to realize that the entire system behaves col
tively. It has a single critical temperature that depends on
function c(z), rather than az-dependentTc like that which
appears in a naive adaptations of the bulk Ruderman-Kit
Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! theory forTc to quasi-2D systems

An explicit expression for the critical temperature can
obtained by linearizing the self-consistent equation~2!. Ex-
panding the Brillouin function to the first order in its argu
ment gives the homogeneous linear integral equation

^m&~z!5
1

kBTE dz8K~z,z8!^m&~z8!, ~10!

where the kernel

K~z,z8!5
S~S11!Jpd

2

12

mi*

p\2
uc~z!u2c~z8!uc~z8!u2.

~11!

Since the linearized equation is satisfied only at the criti
temperature,kBTc is equal to the largest eigenvalue
K(z,z8), the eigenvalue corresponding to eigenfuncti
f (z)}uc(z)u2. It follows that

Tc5
S~S11!

12

Jpd
2

kB

mi*

p\2E dzuc~z!u4c~z!. ~12!

The critical temperature is proportional toJpd
2 and mi* , is

independent of 2D carrier density, and for a system w
uniformly distributed magnetic impurities is inversely pr
portional to the quantum well width, as illustrated by th
solid line in Fig. 1. The accuracy of Eq.~12! has been tested
by numerically solving the set of self-consistent Eqs.~2!–~7!
together with the Poisson equation forves(z) and the local-

FIG. 1. Ferromagnetic critical temperature of a quasi-2D DM
as a function of quantum well widthw for fixed 3D magnetic ion
densityc51 nm23; inset: schematic diagram of the quantum w
with the shaded portion of widthd doped with magnetic ions. In
this figured5w. The noninteracting free-carrier results were c
culated both by solving the full self-consistent equations~circles!
and by using the approximateTc expression derived in the tex
~solid line!, confirming the accuracy of the latter approach. Squa
and triangles represent the full numerical LSDA calculations for
carrier densitiesN5131011 cm2 andN50.531011 cm2, respec-
tively.
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spin-density-approximation~LSDA! formula14 for vxc,s(z).
If exchange and correlation effects are neglected@vxc,s(z)
50#, the self-consistent numerical results represented
circles in Fig. 1 are identical to those obtained from Eq.~12!
for quantum well widthsw510, 15, and 20 nm. Interaction
among the 2D carriers substantially enhance the critical t
perature and also cause a strong dependence ofTc on the 2D
carrier density N, as illustrated by squares (N51
31011 cm2) and triangles (N50.531011 cm2) in Fig. 1.
Note that the critical temperature for all three quantum we
of Fig. 1 is larger at lower density,N50.531011 cm2,
where the interactions are stronger.15 This behavior is quali-
tatively different from the density dependence of the criti
temperature in the 3D case, whereTc is proportional to
Fermi wavevector in the noninteracting limit8,9 and is an in-
creasing function of density even if the interactions a
included.9

Before discussing the implications of the expression~12!
for Tc we comment on its relation to the RKKY theory8 of
carrier induced ferromagnetism in DMS’s. As applied
bulk 3D electron systems the two approaches are fundam
tally equivalent, although there are differences in de
which can be important. The principle difference is that t
RKKY theory treats the free-carrier magnetic-ion interacti
perturbatively. As a result both approaches give the sa
value for the critical temperature where the magnetizat
vanishes; differences appear at lower temperatures wher
electron system is strongly or completely spin-polarized a
a perturbative treatment of its interactions with the magn
ions fails. Both approaches fail to account for the retard
character of the free-carrier mediated interaction betw
magnetic ions in these low density systems, and for co
lated quantum fluctuations in magnetic ion and free-car
subsystems which are important for some properties.16 Both
approaches are able to account for interaction effects in
free-carrier system, which increase the tendency toward
romagnetism as illustrated in Fig. 1, and in the dens
functional approach appear in the spin dependence of
exchange correlation potential. It is in inhomogeneous ca
such as the reduced dimension situation considered here
the density functional approach has an advantage. Our
proach provides a simple description of the collective beh

FIG. 2. Dependence ofTc on the central portiond of the
quantum well (w520 nm) occupied by magnetic ions. The ma
graph is for fixed 2D magnetic ion density,cd520 nm22,
while the inset is for the case of fixed 3D magnetic ion dens
c51 nm23.
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ior of the quasi-2D ferromagnet and is able to handle g
metric features which can be engineered to produce des
properties. For example we show in Fig. 2 a plot of the
dependence of the critical temperature on the fractiond of
the quantum well occupied by magnetic ions. When the
tegrated 2D density of magnetic ions (cd) is fixed, the criti-
cal temperature increases as magnetic impurities are tr
ferred toward the center of the quantum well where the fr
carrier wave function has its maximum. For fixed 3D dens
c the number of magnetic impurities decreases with decre
ing d. This effect is stronger than the increase of the over
between the carrier wave function and magnetic ion distri
tion resulting in the decrease ofTc , as shown in the inset o
Fig. 2. In both cases the analytic results of Eq.~12! are in
qualitative agreement with the full numerical LSDA calcul
tions.

One remarkable feature of quasi-2D ferromagne
DMS’s is the possibility of tuningTc through a wide range in
situ, by the application of a gate voltage. In Fig. 3 we illu
trate this for the case of aw510 nm quantum well with
magnetic ions covering only ad53 nm portion near one
edge. Even for such a narrow quantum well, the critical te
perature can be varied over an order of magnitude by ap
ing a bias voltage which draws electrons into the magn
ion region.

In closing we remark that the mean-field theory presen
in this paper provides a qualitative estimate for the dep
dence ofTc on parameters of the host semiconductor and
quantum well geometry. More quantitative analysis wou
include detailed description of the hole subbands near
zone center and the description of interactions among ca
ers appropriate for magnetically ordered many-body state
the valence band. We also remark that for several reas
DMS ferromagnetism mediated by 2D electron systems
likely to occur only at inaccessibly low temperatures. O
important factor is the smaller value of the exchange int
action parameter in the conduction band case. For exam
for the typical n-type II-VI DMS quantum well,3

(Zn12xCdxSe)m2 f(MnSe)f ,7 the s-d exchange Jsd;4
31023 eV nm3. Our theory then givesTc;10 mK for a

,

FIG. 3. Dependence ofTc on bias voltage applied acros
the w510 nm wide quantum well partially occupied by magne
ions over a distance of 3 nm near one edge of the quan
well. Circles ~squares! represent results of the full numerica
self-consistent calculations without~with! the exchange-correlation
potential.
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10 nm wide quantum well. Equally important, however,
the weak magnetic anisotropy expected in the conduc
band case, which will lead to soft spin-wave collecti
modes17 and substantialTc suppression.
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